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Internal MedicineProgram(s) :

Scale Count Avg Score Std DevScaled Questions

Knowledgeable and analytical 12 5.831 to 6 0.39

Clear and organized 12 5.921 to 6 0.29

Enthusiastic and stimulating 12 5.921 to 6 0.29

Established rapport  12 5.831 to 6 0.39

Actively involved me in learning experiences 12 5.751 to 6 0.62

Provided direction and feedback 12 5.751 to 6 0.45

Demonstrated clinical skills and procedures 11 5.911 to 6 0.30

Was accessible 12 5.921 to 6 0.29

Overall teaching effectiveness 12 5.921 to 6 0.29

Comments

Comments on strengths and areas for improvement : 

Really good to work with and seems like she really enjoys teaching.

Dr. Krumm was a knowledgeable and enthusiastic teacher. She always sought to include me in learning opportunities. I appreciated her positive 
encouragement and patience.

NA

Very engaged in the learning process and enthusiastic about allowing us to be involved in patient care

Dr. Krumm is a fantastic resident and was a huge part of the reason why I loved my rotation so much. She is passionate about patient care, honest 
and open with patients, and continually working towards becoming the best clinician that she can be. She was an excellent role model and teacher 
during my time on rotation, taking time out of her busy workload to answer questions, find teaching topics, and fill in gaps in my clinical knowledge. 
She will be an excellent physician and I only wish her the best with her future residency career.

Ilana is very approachable and helpful. She asked great questions to help medical students learn, while making it feel okay to say "I don't know." 

An area of improvement would be to provide medical students with direct feedback about how they are doing. I know we didn't have a lot of time 
together, but it would be nice to hear how medical students are doing from a resident perspective (we mostly just get the attending perspective).

Ilana is an incredible teacher and creates an environment conducive to learning -- she is both confident in her knowledge base, and welcoming and 
approachable in her approach to teaching. She is kind and supportive, while still allowing opportunities for students with whom she works to take 
initiative and have autonomy with respect to patient care.

CountMultiple Choice  Questions

Did this individual provide you direct feedback during the rotation? : 
2NO

10Yes

12Question Total:

Your involvement with the educator : 
5Considerable
5Extensive
2Moderate

12Question Total:
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Very interested in teaching and student learning. Super enthusiastic and patient when teaching and explaining patient care bedside manners, and 
understanding of student's time well spent in didactics and learning opportunities. 

Would be nice to spend more time with teaching physical exam findings when found.

strengths - great teacher, very empathetic

Did this educator treat patients, students, residents, or colleagues in a RESPECTFUL and PROFESSIONAL manner you consider 
EXEMPLARY? If yes, this area is for giving positive comments that will be shared with the educator. Please be thoughtful and specific in 
your feedback without identifying specific patients.: 

Dr. Krumm treated all of her patients with respect and professionalism.

great to work with, very accessible and willing teach, run plans with me ect. Actively involved the medical students on her team in learning

yes. Ilana immediately made me feel welcome as a visiting student. I felt like a valued peer from day one. She additionally was very knowledgeable, 
especially in the area of pulmonary medicine, and that only served to enhance the experience.

Ilana was very respectful and professional. She is great at establishing rapport and building good relationships with her team and her patients.

Ilana  did a wonderful job interacting and supporting patients through times of concern or frustration on behalf of the family you could tell that she 
really cared about the patients, and was able to express her compassion in a way that put patients at ease. She was also an excellent example of 
how I would like to one day be able to prevent rounds as an intern.

She clearly deeply cares for her patients and not only has a deep and thorough understanding of pathophysiology, but communicates clearly with her 
patients. She is also extremely supportive of her team.

Ilana is a gem. She is so considerate of medical students, does great teaching and is overall a very supportive person. 

She also treats patients with exemplary respect, has great empathy and concern for treating their medical conditions. I cannot say enough good 
things about her
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